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Abstract

Charged lepton flavor violation has long been recognized as unambiguous signature
of New Physics. Here we describe the physics capabilities and discovery potential
of New Physics models with charged lepton flavor violation in the tau sector as its
experimental signature. Current experimental status from the B-Factory experiments
BaBar, Belle and Belle II, and future prospects at Super Tau Charm Factory, LHC,
EIC and FCC-ee experiments to discover New Physics via charged lepton flavor
violation in the τ sector are discussed in detail.
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1 Executive summary

The discovery of charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV) will be an unambiguous manifes-
tation of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), with the potential to shed light on
unsolved problems in the SM, first and foremost the origin of neutrino masses. CLFV is
thus an area of intense experimental and theoretical activity.

Focusing on the τ sector, the experimental landscape will undergo tremendous progress
in the next ten years, with Belle II working towards its 50 ab−1 goal, with the LHC
collecting 300 fb−1 of data in Run 3 and starting its high luminosity runs, and with the
EIC coming online. On a longer time scale, the Super τ -Charm Facility (STCF), the
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) and the Future Circular Collider (FCC) will also play a major
role. A very approximate timeline for data-taking at different experiments searches for
CLFV in the τ sector is shown in Figure 1.

All these experiments will be sensitive to CLFV predicted in many BSM models, from
supersymmetric scenarios to leptoquarks, and offer complementary probes of CLFV at
different energy scales, crucial to identify the underlying sources of LFV and the underlying
mediation mechanism.

Figure 1: Tentative timeline for data-taking at different experiments probing CLFV in the
τ sector.

2 Introduction

Charged lepton flavor violating (CLFV) processes have long been recognized as very
powerful tools to search for new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) for a number
of reasons: (i) the observation of CLFV at experiments in the foreseeable future would
immediately point to new physics beyond the minimal extension of the SM that only
includes neutrino mass (so-called νSM). This is because in the νSM, CLFV amplitudes
are proportional to (mν/mW )2 [1–4], where mν and mW are the masses of neutrinos and
W boson, respectively, leading to rates forty orders of magnitude below current sensitivity;
(ii) current and future CLFV experiments probe new mediator particles with masses that
can be well above the scales directly accessible at high-energy colliders (see for example
supersymmetric scenarios [5–8]), in certain cases reaching the PeV scale [9]; (iii) CLFV
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processes probe an accidental symmetry of the Standard Model (corresponding to lepton
family number) and therefore play a special role in probing models of neutrino mass
generation. Examples of studies of the correlations between minimal neutrino mass models
and CLFV processes can be found in Refs. [10–13]. There is a vast literature on the subject
and for reviews we refer the reader to Refs. [14–17].

CLFV can be probed by a number of processes, spanning many energy scales. At
low-energy one has the decays of the µ and τ leptons and decays of the B and K mesons
and quarkonia, which can be probed at a number of experiments. At high-energy one has
searches for SM-forbidden events such as pp→ `α ¯̀

β +X (where `α,β = e−, µ−, τ− and X
denotes other final state particles) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) or ep→ `+X at
fixed target experiment such as NA64 or electron-hadron colliders such as HERA and the
future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) and Large Hadron-Electron Collider (LHeC). Currently,
the most stringent limits on CLFV in the µ↔ e, τ ↔ µ, and τ ↔ e sector come from low-
energy searches such as the decays µ→ eγ, τ → µγ, etc. Within low-energy processes, the
strongest constraints are in the µ↔ e sector, with branching ratios at the level of 10−13, e.g.
BR(µ+ → e+γ) < 4.2× 10−13 at 90% CL [18]. The constraints on τ ↔ e transitions are a
few orders of magnitude weaker but still impressive, e.g. BR(τ± → e±Y ) < few×10−8 [19],
with Y ∈ {γ, ππ, ...}, and crucial to understand the origin of lepton flavor. As outlined
below, in the next decade great progress is expected in the CLFV τ decay sensitivity at
Belle II.

The multiplicity of probes is essential to infer information on (i) the underlying sources
of lepton family violation and (ii) the underlying mediation mechanism. The first problem
is explored by studying CLFV transitions among different families (µ↔ e, τ ↔ µ, and
τ ↔ e), while the second is best probed by studying different CLFV processes within the
same two families (e.g. µ → eγ vs µ → e conversion or µ → 3e or τ → eγ vs τ → eππ,
etc.). Therefore, various CLFV probes are highly complementary and should be vigorously
pursued. In what follows, we will focus on the τ ↔ µ and τ ↔ e transitions, first describing
the theory framework and then discussing the experimental status and prospects.

3 Theoretical Overview

To assess the impact of CLFV searches across various energy scales, the most efficient
theoretical framework is provided by the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT)
[20–27], which captures new potential sources of CLFV above the electroweak scale
v = 1/(

√
2GF)1/2 ' 246 GeV in a model-independent way. SMEFT encodes new physics

originating at energies higher than v in operators of dimension greater than four built out
of SM fields, suppressed by inverse powers of heavy scale Λ

Leff = LSM +
∑

n, D≥5

C
(D)
n

ΛD−4
O(D)
n . (1)

The scale Λ represents generically the mass of the lowest-lying new particles appearing in
the underlying new theory. The Wilson Coefficients C

(D)
n encode information about the
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underlying model (couplings, ratio of masses, etc). If the underlying model is known, the
Wilson coefficients can be calculated in terms of the model parameters. Therefore, the
above effective Lagrangian describes the low-energy limit of any UV extension of the SM.
The leading CLFV operators appear at dimension D = 6 and therefore are suppressed by
1/Λ2.

The SMEFT framework is applicable to processes in which the center-of-mass energy
is well below the expected scale of new physics. This means that τ and B-meson decays
can be analyzed in this framework. Moreover, given the null results so far for new physics
searches at LHC, the SMEFT is applicable with minimal caveats to the analysis of LHC
processes and with no caveats to an EIC with center-of-mass energy

√
S < v ∼ 200 GeV.

Therefore, the SMEFT provides a common framework to assess the relative sensitivity,
discovery potential and model diagnosing power of various CLFV probes, from lepton and
meson decays all the way to EIC and LHC processes.

CLFV processes involving τ leptons have been studied in the recent literature [28–45]
both within specific models and in the SMEFT framework. Within the SMEFT approach,
Refs. [29, 31] provide the most comprehensive study of all leading (dimension-six) CLFV
operators, including heavy quark operators. Ref. [29] also considers the broadest set of
CLFV processes: decays of the τ lepton (τ → eY ) and B meson (B → Xτ ¯̀) at B-factories
and LHCb, the EIC process ep → τX, and the pp → eτ process at the LHC. We will
therefore use the results of Ref. [29, 31] as the baseline for our analysis, updating and
extending them as necessary.

4 Experimental Status

4.1 Belle II

The first generation B-Factory experiments, BaBar, at the PEP-II B-meson factory located
at SLAC US, and Belle, at the KEKB accelerator in Tsukuba Japan, recorded a data sample
with an integrated luminosity of about 0.5 ab−1 and 1 ab−1, respectively. They shared
characteristics such as large acceptance detectors with sophisticated particle identification
systems, high vertex resolution, excellent calorimetry, and precise muon detectors with a
high number of collisions, providing the ideal environment for precision measurements and
searches of new Physics. The KEK accelerator was upgraded to SuperKEKB and the Belle
detector to the next generation B-Factory experiment, Belle II, with the aim of increasing
the integrated luminosity by a factor of 50 and improving the detector performance in the
high luminosity environment.

The e+e− annihilation experiments at the B-factories also serve as τ factories, owing
to the large production cross-section [46] of τ−τ+ pairs at center-of-mass energy

√
s =

10.58 GeV at the Υ(4S) resonance, with a well-defined initial state up to radiative effects.
Many models predict LFV in τ decays at 10−10–10−8 levels, which will be probed by
e−e+ → τ−τ+ events at Belle II. In total, 52 LFV τ decay modes have been searched in
B-Factory experiments, as listed in the Table 1 in Section 6. Belle and BaBar experiments
also searched for LFV processes in the decays of heavy particles such as B mesons, and
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Υ(nS) (n = 1 − 3) resonances, into τ leptons (see Table 2 in Section 6). The Belle II
experiment will continue to improve the sensitivity of those searches further in the future.

The LFV τ decay modes can be classified as neutrinoless 2-body or 3-body decays to
final states containing:

• a light lepton and a photon: τ− → `−γ with ` = e, µ (2 modes);

• a light lepton and a pseudoscalar meson: τ− → `−P 0 with P 0 = π0, K0, η, η′ (8
modes);

• a light lepton and a scalar meson: τ− → `−S0 with S0 = f0(980) (2 modes);

• a light lepton and a vector meson: τ− → `−V 0 with V 0 = ρ, ω, K?0, K̄?0, φ (10
modes);

• three light leptons: τ− → `−`+`−, `−`′+`′′− and `+`′−`′′− (6 modes).

• a light lepton and two mesons: τ− → `−h+h−, `+h−h−, `−h0h0 (16 modes);

• a Λ / Λ̄: τ− → π−Λ and τ− → π−Λ̄ (2 modes);

• a proton / anti-proton: τ− → p̄−`+`− and τ− → p+`−`− (6 modes).

Several of these decay modes violate simultaneously the lepton number conservation [47] or
baryon number conservation [48]. Wrong sign decays, e.g. τ− → `−j `

−
j `

+
i decays are expected

at rates only one order of magnitude below present bounds in some SM extensions [49].
Searches for these full set of measurements of LFV processes are necessary, because

there are strong correlations between the expected rates of the different channels in various
models. For example, in some supersymmetric seesaw model [50,51], the relative rates of
B(τ± → µ±γ) : B(τ± → µ±µ+µ−) : B(τ± → µ±η) are predicted to have specific ratios,
depending on the model parameters. In the unconstrained minimal supersymmetric model,
which includes various correlations between the τ and µ LFV rates, the LFV branching
fractions of the τ lepton can be as high as 10−8 [52, 53]), while respecting the strong
experimental bounds on LFV decays of the µ lepton. Thus, it is critical to probe all
possible LFV modes of the τ lepton, because any excess in a single channel will not provide
sufficient information to identify an underlying theory of the LFV mechanism.

The characteristic feature of LFV decays is that both the energy and the mass of
the τ -daughters are known in e+e− → τ+τ− annihilation environment. An LFV decay
candidate is reconstructed dividing the event into two hemispheres in the center-of-mass
system (CMS), with reconstructed energy Eτ of the signal τ -daughters in CMS expected
to be equal to

√
s/2 and the invariant mass to the mass of a τ lepton, mτ . The signal

is then clustered around (mτ , 0) in the two dimensional plane of invariant mass versus
the ∆E, where ∆E = Eτ −

√
s/2. Signal yield is optimized using MC simulations to give

the smallest expected upper limits on the branching fractions in the background-only
hypothesis, with data-driven corrections from control channels.
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Over the decade of their operation, Belle and BaBar experiments improved the sensi-
tivity of LFV τ decay modes by ∼2 orders of magnitude w.r.t. CLEO experiment at CESR
e+e− collider. Stringent bounds on LFV decays are set, the most recent result being the
ones reported by Belle in search for the decays τ− → `−γ (` = e, µ). No significant excess
over background predictions was observed and upper limits were set on LFV branching
fractions ranging between 10−7 − 10−8 at the 90% confidence level.

Figure 2: Projection of expected upper limits at the Belle II experiment [54] and cur-
rent status of observed upper limits at CLEO, BaBar, Belle, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
experiments [55] on LFV, LNV and BNV processes in τ decays.

Current experimental status on the observed bounds on LFV in the 52 benchmark τ
decay channels are shown in Figure 2. Belle II will collect an immense amount of data from
e+e− annihilation at the upgraded SuperKEKB facility. This will be one of the factors
pushing up the sensitivity of LFV probes at Belle II. Equally important is the increase of
the signal detection efficiency which directly translates into enhancement in sensitivity.
At Belle and BaBar, the signal efficiencies lied between 3% and 12% depending on the
decay channel. At Belle II an increase in the signal efficiency will be achieved due to
anticipated higher trigger efficiencies; improvements in the vertex reconstruction, charged
track and neutral meson reconstructions, particle identification; as well as from a better
understanding of the physics backgrounds and refinements in the analysis techniques.

Projections for two illustrative scenarios of luminosity L = 5 ab−1 and 50 ab−1 for Belle
II are shown in Figure 2, and listed in the Table 1 in Section 6. The extrapolations are done
from the expected limits obtained at the Belle experiment, assuming similar efficiencies of
the individual channels. The presence of irreducible backgrounds for τ− → `−γ decays is
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assumed, thus approximating the projection to be proportional to 1/
√
L, and the presence

of accidental backgrounds only for all other channels, in which case the projection is
proportional to 1/L, as discussed in [14]. Belle II limits will improve current bounds by
more than two orders of magnitude in the next decade, probing LFV in τ decays down to
a few parts in 10−9 − 10−10 [54, 56].

4.2 LHC

4.2.1 Experimental Status at LHCb

At the LHC, τ leptons are produced almost entirely from the decays of b and c hadrons.
Using the bb̄ and cc̄ cross-sections measured by LHCb [57,58] and the inclusive b→ τ and
c→ τ branching fractions [59], the inclusive τ cross-section has been estimated to be 85
µb at 7 TeV.

The LHCb collaboration has taken advantage of this large cross section for producing
the first limit on a search for LFV τ− → µ−µ+µ− decays at a hadron collider, using a data
sample corresponding to the first collected 1 fb−1 from proton-proton collisions at a centre-
of-mass energy of 7 TeV [60]. This search profits also of the fact that muons provide an
extremely clean signature for the trigger in LHCb. This search was subsequently updated
using new analysis techniques and adding 2 fb−1 of proton-proton collisions at a centre-
of-mass energy of 8 TeV. No evidence has been found for a signal, and a limit has been
set at 90% confidence level (CL) on the branching ratio: B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 4.6× 10−8

[61]. This result is statistically dominated, and the collaboration is currently analysing an
additional data sample of 6 fb−1 already collected by the experiment.

In addition to the τ− → µ−µ+µ− decays, LHCb has also searched for τ− → p̄µ+µ−

and τ− → pµ−µ− decays, exploiting the excellent proton identification provided by its
ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. These two additional decays, searched for the
first time at LHCb experiment, imply not only LFV but also BNV, with |∆(B − L)| = 0.
With the first 1 fb−1 of data collected at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, the following
limits were set: B(τ− → p̄µ+µ−) < 3.3× 10−7 and B(τ− → pµ−µ−) < 4.4× 10−7 at 90%
confidence level [60].

It should be noted that these limits are given for the phase-space model of τ decays.
However, the physical processes that introduce LFV would affect the kinematic properties
of the decay. Considering the approach in [43] of a model-independent analysis of the
decay distributions in an effective field-theory approach including BSM operators with
different chirality structures, the observed limit on B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) varies within the
range (4.1− 6.8)× 10−8 at 90% CL, depending on the choice of operator. Current LHCb
results for τ LFV searches are summarized in table 1.

LHCb has also searched for lepton flavor violating b-hadrons decays in final states
containing a muon and a τ lepton: B0 → µ±τ∓, B0

s → µ±τ∓ (using 3 fb−1 of proton-proton
collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 and 8 TeV) [62] and B+ → K+µ−τ+ (using 9
fb−1 of proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7, 8 and 13 TeV) [63]. A
search for the decays H → µ±τ∓ has also been performed using 2 fb−1 of proton-proton
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collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV [64], complementing the angular coverage
of the analogous search done by the ATLAS [65] and CMS [66] experiments. The upper
limits set on these decays are shown in table 2.

4.2.2 Experimental Status at ATLAS and CMS

The main sources of τ -leptons at LHC are decays of D mesons (> 70%), B mesons (∼
25%) and W bosons (∼ 0.01%). Dedicated channels are employed for τ decays from heavy
flavour (HF) mesons decays and from W decays. The ATLAS and CMS collaboration have
exploited their high luminosity interaction points and trigger rate to search for Lepton
Flavor Violating (LFV) processes.

The CMS collaboration has performed a search for τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay using 33.2 fb−1

of Run 2 data at a center of mass energy of 13 TeV [67]. In the HF channel, the high rate
of hadronic particles produced in proton-proton collisions is one of the main challenges.
Dedicated online triggers are used for the event selection. A multivariate analysis based
on a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) is used to separate the signal from the background. In
the W channel, the expected background is significantly lower than for the HF channel.
The final state of this channel is characterized by isolated and high transverse momentum
(pT) muons and large missing transverse momentum (Emiss

T ). A different BDT is used to
separate the signal from the background and events are divided into two categories. The
branching fraction B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) is extracted from a simultaneous unbinned maximum
likelihood fit to the trimuon invariant mass distribution in the 1.6–2.0 GeV mass range of
each category of the two channels. The observed (expected) upper limit at 90% confidence
level (CL) on B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) using all events categories is 8.0 × 10−8 (6.9 × 10−8).
Fitting the W boson and HF channels separately returns observed (expected) 90% CL
upper limits of 20× 10−8 (13× 10−8) and 9.2× 10−8 (10.0× 10−8), respectively.

The ATLAS collaboration performed a search for τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay using 20.3
fb−1 of pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV collected during Run 1
of the LHC [68]. The search exploits the production of τ leptons via W → τν decays.
The observed (expected) upper limit on the branching fraction B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) is
3.76× 10−7 (3.94× 10−7) at 90% confidence level.

CMS has performed searches for LFV decays of the Higgs boson in the H → eτ and
H → µτ final states. The searches involve decays with a τ -lepton and are performed with
pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and corresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 137 fb−1 [66]. For each of the two searches, the events are separated in
two channels depending on whether the τ decay includes a charged lepton (e or µ) or
not. Events of each channel are further divided into four categories: one VBF category
focusing on the Higgs boson production via the vector boson fusion and three categories
based on the jets multiplicity (0-jet, 1-jet and 2-jet). No significant excess above the
expected background from SM processes is observed, hence upper limits on the LFV
branching fractions are set for a Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV. The observed (median
expected) 95% confidence level (CL) upper limits are 0.22% (0.16 %) and 0.15% (0.15 %)
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for the H → eτ and H → µτ searches, respectively. The upper limits are computed as-
suming B(H → µτ) = 0 for the H → eτ search and B(H → eτ) = 0 for the H → µτ search.

ATLAS has performed searches for LFV decays of the Higgs boson in the following
final states H → eτ and H → µτ . The two searches are performed with the pp collisions
corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV [65]. For each of the H → eτ and H → µτ searches, the events are separated into
two channels depending on whether the τ decay include a charged lepton (e or µ) or not.
Events are further divided into a VBF category, focusing on the Higgs boson production
via the vector boson fusion and a non-VBF category. The VBF selection is based on the
kinematics of the two jets with the highest pT, where j1 and j2 denote the leading and
subleading jet in pT, respectively. The non-VBF category contains events failing the VBF
selection, but still passing further selection criteria described in Ref. [65]. No significant
excess above the expected background from SM processes is observed and upper limits on
the LFV branching fractions are set for a Higgs boson with mH = 125 GeV. The observed
(median expected) 95% CL upper limits are 0.47% (0.34+0.13

−0.10 %) and 0.28% (0.37+0.14
−0.10 %)

for the H → eτ and H → µτ searches, respectively. The upper limits are computed as-
suming B(H → µτ) = 0 for the H → eτ search and B(H → eτ) = 0 for the H → µτ search.

ATLAS performed searches for Z → eτ and Z → µτ with 139 fb−1 of pp collisions at a
centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV [69,70]. The searches are performed independently for
the case that the τ decay includes hadrons or not and then they are combined. Different
τ polarization hypothesis are considered (unpolarized, left-handed τ and right-handed
τ). The polarization of the τ -lepton affects the energy of its visible decay products and
thus the acceptance for signal events. In the scenario where the τ -leptons are unpolarized,
results are combined with a previous analysis of Run 1 data [71] and the observed upper
limits at 95% CL on B(Z → eτ) and B(Z → µτ) are 5.0×10−6 and 6.5×10−6, respectively.
These results supersede the limits from the Large Electron–Positron Collider experiments
conducted more than two decades ago.

5 Future Prospects

5.1 STCF

A Super τ -Charm Facility (STCF) [72] is a symmetric double ring electron-positron collider
designed to operate at c.m. energies between

√
s = 2 ∼ 7 GeV, at a peak luminosity of

0.5× 1035 cm−2s−1 or higher. The proposed STCF would leave space for higher luminosity
upgrades and for the implementation of a polarized electron beam in a phase-II project [73].
It is expected to deliver more than 1 ab−1 data per year that brings about 3.5× 109 τ−τ+

pairs at
√
s = 4.26 GeV. At the production threshold there could be as many as 108

τ−τ+ events per year. The τ−τ+ pairs produced near-threshold enables a better control
of systematic uncertainties by using data just below the threshold. These near-threshold
τ pairs are primarily in an S-wave, and thus can be longitudinally polarized similar in
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magnitude to that of the incident electron beam.
The STCF detector is designed to meet the stringent performance requirements for

physics. It includes a nearly 4π solid angle coverage for both charged and neutral particles;
excellent momentum and angular resolution for charged particles, with σp/p = 0.5% at
p = 1 GeV/c; high resolution of energy and position reconstruction for photons, with
σE/E ≈ 2.5% and σpos ≈ 5 mm at Eγ = 1 GeV; superior PID ability and high detection
efficiency for low momentum particles; and tolerance to high background environment.

The sensitivity study of two benchmark CLFV processes, τ− → µ−µ+µ− and τ− → µ−γ,
are performed with τ produced in e−e+ → τ−τ+ at

√
s = 4.26 GeV [74], utilizing

a fast simulation software package that can model the STCF detector responses and
optimize it in turn [75]. For τ− → µ−µ+µ−, the single-tag τ+s are reconstructed from
τ+ → l+νlν̄τ (l = e, µ) and τ+ → π+ν̄τ + nπ0 (n = 0, 1, 2...). It is almost background-free
for τ− → µ−µ+µ− after selection and the energy and mass constraints of signal side are
used to estimate the sensitivities. With 3.5× 109 τ pairs collected one year at STCF, the
sensitivity of τ− → µ−µ+µ− is estimated to be of 1.4× 10−9 at 90% CL. For τ− → µ−γ,
the single-tag τ+s are reconstructed from τ+ → e+νeν̄τ , τ

+ → π+ν̄τ and τ+ → π+π0ν̄τ .
There are severe background processes from e−e+ → τ−τ+ with both τ goes to SM decay
modes, that are selected due to photon mis-identification or π/µ mis-identification, such
as τ− → π−π0ντ . The radiative process e−e+ → γISRτ

−τ+, however, is not a dominant
background in this energy region anymore that can be easily removed by a certain energy
requirement without much efficiency loss. Both cut-based and multi-variate-analysis
are applied to further suppress the backgrounds in the selection of τ− → µ−γ, and the
sensitivity of τ− → µ−γ is found to be consistently within the range (1.2 ∼ 1.8)× 10−8 at
90% CL for these attempts. In the study of the CLFV processes, the detector responses
are optimized where a µ/π suppression power of 30 for µ with momentum from 500 MeV/c
to 2 GeV/c is required, along with a high particle identification efficiency for µ, i.e. larger
than 95% at p = 1 GeV/c. Moreover, the cLFV decays τ− → l−P1P2 (Pi = π, K) can also
be studied at STCF with a more stringent sensitivity with the excellent π/K identification
power at STCF, with a mis-identification rate less than 2% and efficiency higher than 97%
up to a momentum of 2 GeV/c. It is worth noting that, at STCF, with nearly 3 trillion
J/ψ samples produced at STCF one year, the CLFV decay can studied via the process
J/ψ → lτ an expected sensitivity of 4.0× 10−9 at 90% CL or better.

5.2 HL-LHC

The High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) is planned to start delivering p–p collisions in 2029.
The energy in the center of mass of the proton collisions is expected to be

√
s = 14 TeV

and the peak instantaneous luminosity is planned to reach up to 7.5× 1034 cm−2s−1.

5.2.1 Prospects for LHCb

The current experimental limit B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 1.2× 10−8, obtained by combining
the results from LHCb and the B-factories, reaches the upper limit of the range predicted
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for this decays by theories beyond the SM. As already noted above, the LHC proton proton
collisions at 13 TeV produce τ leptons primarily in the decay of heavy flavour hadrons.
The cross-section is five orders of magnitude larger than at Belle II. This compensates
for the higher background levels and lower integrated luminosity. As pointed out in [76],
during the HL-LHC era, the LHCb Upgrade II detector will allow to collect 300 fb−1. With
this large data sample, LHCb will be able to probe the branching ratio down to O(10−9),
and either independently confirm any Belle II discovery or significantly improve the limit.

5.2.2 Prospects for ATLAS and CMS

The number of τ leptons that will be produced during the lifetime of the HL-LHC is of
the order of O(1015). This a compelling scenario for the search of τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay.

CMS performed a study of the expected sensitivity for the search for the τ− → µ−µ+µ−

decay at HL-LHC with a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [77].
The study was performed in the context of the technical design report of the CMS muon
detector. It considers the presence of additional muon chambers as part of the muon
system upgrade, which extend the CMS muon coverage in the first muon station from
|η| < 2.4 to 2.82, hence increasing the signal fiducial acceptance by a factor of two. A
dedicated muon identification algorithm for low momentum muons is exploited. Events
are separated in two categories:

1. For Category 1, the L1 trigger requires two tracker muons (pT > 2 GeV) and one
track segment in the first muon endcap station.

2. For Category 2, the trigger requires one tracker muon and two segments in the first
muon endcap station, allowing for segments in the |η| = 2.4–2.8 range.

The projections to HL-LHC conditions of the expected exclusion limits at 90% CL on
B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) are 3.7×10−9 and 4.3×10−9 in the case of no additional muon coverage.

ATLAS performed a simulation-based analysis of the expected sensitivity which the
experiment can achieve in the search for the τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay with the HL-LHC
data-taking campaign corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [78]. Both
the W boson and HF channels are considered. For the W channel, three scenarios are
considered:

1. Non-improved scenario, where only integrated luminosity and higher production
cross section at

√
s = 14 TeV are considered with respect to the Run 1 analysis.

2. Intermediate scenario, where the improvements in triggering and reconstruction of
low pT muons estimated from Run 2 Monte Carlo (MC) are also included in the
projection.

3. Improved scenario, where the signal search window is tightened, taking into account
expected improvements at the HL-LHC in mass resolution.
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For the HF channel, the three scenarios taken into account are the High, Medium
and Low background scenarios, where the background levels are rescaled from the Run
1 W channel analysis based on the integrated luminosity and higher cross section of the
HL-LHC and an additional penalty factor of ten, three and one is applied, respectively.
The projections to HL-LHC conditions of the expected exclusion limits at 90% CL on
B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) are 5.4× 10−9 for the improved scenario of the W boson channel and
1.0× 10−9 for the Low background scenario of the HF channel.

5.3 EIC

The Electron Ion Collider (EIC) will be the first collider providing collisions between a
polarized electron beam with a wide range of ions, ranging from polarized proton, helium-3
to unpolarized heavier ions up to uranium. These collisions can happen at a variable
center of mass energy between

√
s = 20 GeV (5 GeV electron on 41 GeV protons) and√

s = 140 GeV (18 GeV electron on 275 GeV protons). This versatility makes it an ideal
machine to explore Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). To be able to properly explore the
QCD phase space and to perform luminosity hungry measurements of the 3D distributions
of the quarks inside the proton, the EIC is planned to have instantaneous luminosity up
to 1034 cm−2 s−1. This last point as well as the ability to select the polarization direction
for both electrons and protons in the source opens the door for precision studies that can
significantly test the Standard Model. A leading observable in this arena is the electron to
τ transition.

The current constraints on the e− ↔ τ− transition is much weaker compared to the
transition limits already set for e↔ µ [29,42]. The former limits are set in e− τ couplings
space through searches for e+p→ τ+X, τ → eγ, and p+p→ e+τ+X at HERA [79–82],
BaBar [83], and the LHC [84] respectively. A simulation study with the ECCE detector
configuration was undertaken to evaluate the potential for such a measurement at the
EIC. The leptoquark generator LQGENEP [85] (version 1.0) with a default 1.9 TeV
leptoquark mass, the Djangoh generator, and the Pythia generator were used to produce
the leptoquark signal, background DIS NC and CC, and background photoproduction
Monte-Carlo events, respectively. The leptoquark candidate events were identified by
ensuring they contain a high pT quark initiated jet along with an isolated and high-pT τ
which replaces the scattered electron in the NC DIS events. After being produced, the τ
will decay into stable particles after flying a short distance, of the order of millimeters.
For this study only the 3-prong decay was thoroughly investigated (τ− → π−π+π−ντ ),
although we note that the 1-prong decays are also under investigation. These last decay
modes are expected to have a worse signal to background at the EIC.

We estimate the 3-sigma exclusion limit on leptoquark cross sections to be 11.4 fb and
1.7 fb for the case where the decay channels not in the 3-prong mode are not detected and
when they are detected with the same efficiency as the ”3-prong” mode presented here,
respectively. Assuming 100 fb−1 of luminosity for the 18× 275 GeV energy configuration,
we estimate that the EIC with the 3-prong decay channel will be able to improve on
previous limits set by HERA by up to a factor of 10.
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A discussion of the EIC reach in the context of the SMEFT is presented in Section 7.

5.4 FCC-ee

The FCC-ee is the first stage of the integrated Future Circular Colliders (FCC) program to
be based on a novel research infrastructure hosted in a ∼100-km tunnel in the neighbour-
hood of CERN. The FCC-ee program [86–88] includes four major phases with precision
measurements of the four heaviest particles of the Standard Model:

i) the Z boson, with 5× 1012 Z decays collected around the Z pole (4 years),

ii) the W boson, with 108 WW pairs collected close to threshold (2 years),

iii) the Higgs boson, with 1.2× 106 e−e+ → HZ events produced at the cross-section
maximum (3 years), and

iv) the top quark, with 106 tt̄ pairs produced at and slightly above threshold (5 years).

The collider will have two (possibly four) interaction points, each equipped with a
powerful, state-of-the-art detector system. Detector concepts being studied feature a
solenoidal magnetic field, a small-pitch, thin-layers vertex detector providing an excellent
impact parameter resolution for lifetime measurements, a highly transparent tracking
system providing a superior momentum resolution, a finely segmented calorimeter system
with excellent energy resolution for e/γ, isolated hadrons, and jets, and a very efficient
muon system. At least one of the detector systems will be equipped with efficient particle
identification (PID) capabilities allowing π/K/p separation over a wide momentum range.

At an extremely high instantaneous luminosity exceeding 1036 cm−2 s−1, 150 ab−1 of
data will be collected during four years of scan of the Z pole [87]. This corresponds to
the production of about 5× 1012 Z decays, out of which 1.7× 1011 will decay to tau pairs,
Z → τ−τ+, hence exceeding the LEP statistics [89] by more than five orders of magnitude.
As was the situation at LEP, the experimental conditions will be clean and favourable with
the τ -lepton having a sizeable and well-defined boost-factor of βγ ' 26. These favourable
experimental conditions allow for the optimal exploitation of the large statistics and open
the door to a very rich τ -physics program, including searches of LFV in τ decays [90].

A broad palette of 52 LFV τ decays modes have been searched for by the Belle
collaboration, here summarised in Fig. 2. Properly equipped with PID capabilities, it
is reasonable to believe that FCC-ee detectors will be able to cover the same palette of
channels via highly efficient analyses with no or small backgrounds levels depending on the
channel. Hence, sensitivities are expected at the 10−10–10−9 level depending on channel.

A first simulation study [91] has been carried out of τ− → µ−µ+µ− and τ− → µ−γ as
benchmark modes. The analysis strategy employed a tag-side to identify a clear Standard
Model τ decay and a signal-side where LFV decays were searched for. Search variables
employed were the total energy and the invariant mass of the final-state system. No
backgrounds were identified for the τ− → µ−µ+µ− mode, and a sensitivity of O(10−10)
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seems certainly within reach. For the τ− → µ−γ mode, the study involved the non-
negligible background from radiative events, e−e+ → τ−τ+γ, which is believed to be
dominant. The resolution on the search variables, and hence the search sensitivity, was
found to depend primarily in the ECAL energy resolution. Assuming, conservatively, a
resolution of 16.5%/

√
E (GeV), typical for a CALICE-like silicon-based calorimeter [92],

the search was found to be sensitive down to branching fractions of 2×10−9. The sensitivity
was found to scale slightly stronger than linear in the ECAL resolution, allowing the
sensitivity to reach well below 10−9 for a potential crystal-based ECAL with a resolution
of typically 3%/

√
E (GeV).

6 Experimental Summary

A summary of observed and expected limits at 90% confidence level (CL) on different LFV
processes in τ decays from the different experimental efforts are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Current status of observed (obs) and expected (exp) upper limits (UL).

Observed Limits Expected Limits
τ− → Experiment Luminosity UL (obs) Experiment Luminosity UL (exp)

e−γ Belle [93] 988 fb−1 5.6×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.0×10−9

BaBar [83] 516 fb−1 3.3×10−8

µ−γ Belle [93] 988 fb−1 4.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 6.9×10−9

BaBar [83] 516 fb−1 4.4×10−8

STCF [74] 1 ab−1 1.2×10−8

FCC-ee [87,91] 150 ab−1 O(10−9)

e−π0 Belle [94] 401 fb−1 8.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.3×10−10

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 1.3×10−7

µ−π0 Belle [94] 401 fb−1 1.2×10−7 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.1×10−10

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 1.1×10−7

e−K0
S Belle [96] 671 fb−1 2.6×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.0×10−10

BaBar [97] 469 fb−1 3.3×10−8

µ−K0
S Belle [96] 671 fb−1 2.3×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.0×10−10

BaBar [97] 469 fb−1 4.0×10−8

e−η Belle [94] 401 fb−1 9.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 1.6×10−7

µ−η Belle [94] 401 fb−1 6.5×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 8.0×10−10

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 1.5×10−7

e−η′ Belle [94] 401 fb−1 1.6×10−7 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 2.4×10−7

µ−η′ Belle [94] 401 fb−1 1.3×10−7 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

BaBar [95] 339 fb−1 1.4×10−7

e−f0(980) Belle [98] 671 fb−1 6.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.5×10−10

µ−f0(980) Belle [98] 671 fb−1 6.4×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.1×10−10

e−ρ0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 1.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 3.8×10−10

Continued on next page
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Table 1 — Continued from previous page

Observed Limits Expected Limits
τ− → Experiment Luminosity UL (obs) Experiment Luminosity UL (exp)

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 4.6×10−8

µ−ρ0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 1.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.5×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 2.6×10−8

e−ω Belle [99] 854 fb−1 4.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.0×10−9

BaBar [101] 384 fb−1 1.1×10−7

µ−ω Belle [99] 854 fb−1 4.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.4×10−9

BaBar [101] 384 fb−1 1.0×10−7

e−K∗0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 3.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 6.7×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 5.9×10−8

µ−K∗0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 7.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.3×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 1.7×10−7

e−K̄∗0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 3.4×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 6.2×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 4.6×10−8

µ−K̄∗0 Belle [99] 854 fb−1 7.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 8.5×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 7.3×10−8

e−φ Belle [99] 854 fb−1 3.1×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.4×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 3.1×10−8

µ−φ Belle [99] 854 fb−1 8.4×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 8.4×10−10

BaBar [100] 451 fb−1 1.9×10−7

e−e+e− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 2.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.7×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 2.9×10−8

µ−e+e− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 1.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 2.9×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 2.2×10−8

e−µ+µ− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 2.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.5×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 3.2×10−8

µ−µ+µ− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 2.1×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 3.6×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 3.3×10−8

LHCb [61] 3 fb−1 4.6×10−8 LHCb [76] 300 fb−1 O(10−9)

CMS [67] 33 fb−1 8.0×10−8 CMS [77] 3 ab−1 3.7×10−9

ATLAS [68] 20 fb−1 3.8×10−7 ATLAS [78] 3 ab−1 1.0×10−9

STCF [74] 1 ab−1 1.4×10−9

FCC-ee [87,91] 150 ab−1 O(10−10)

e+µ−µ− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 1.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 2.6×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 2.6×10−8

µ+e−e− Belle [102] 782 fb−1 1.5×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 2.3×10−10

BaBar [103] 468 fb−1 1.8×10−8

e−π+π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 2.3×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.8×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 1.2×10−7

µ−π+π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 2.1×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.6×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 2.9×10−7

STCF [74] 1 ab−1 O(10−9)

e−π+K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.1×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 3.2×10−7

µ−π+K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 8.6×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

Continued on next page
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Table 1 — Continued from previous page

Observed Limits Expected Limits
τ− → Experiment Luminosity UL (obs) Experiment Luminosity UL (exp)

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 2.6×10−7

STCF [74] 1 ab−1 O(10−9)

e−K+π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.1×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.8×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 1.7×10−7

µ−K+π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 4.5×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 3.2×10−7

e−K+K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.4×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 6.5×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 1.4×10−7

µ−K+K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 4.4×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.1×10−9

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 2.5×10−7

STCF [74] 1 ab−1 O(10−9)

e−K0
SK

0
S Belle [96] 671 fb−1 7.1×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.7×10−10

µ−K0
SK

0
S Belle [96] 671 fb−1 8.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.1×10−9

e+π−π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 2.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.6×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 2.7×10−7

µ+π−π− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.9×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.5×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 7.0×10−8

e+π−K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.7×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 1.8×10−7

µ+π−K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 4.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 1.2×10−9

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 2.2×10−7

e+K−K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 3.3×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.8×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 1.5×10−7

µ+K−K− Belle [104] 854 fb−1 4.7×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 9.7×10−10

BaBar [105] 221 fb−1 4.8×10−7

π−Λ̄ Belle [106] 154 fb−1 1.4×10−7 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.5×10−10

π−Λ Belle [106] 154 fb−1 7.2×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 5.4×10−10

p̄−e+e− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 3.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.0×10−10

p̄−e+µ− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 2.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.4×10−10

p̄−µ+e− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 1.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 4.4×10−10

p̄−µ+µ− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 1.8×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 7.4×10−10

LHCb [60] 1 fb−1 3.3×10−7

p+e−e− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 3.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 3.6×10−10

p+µ−µ− Belle [107] 921 fb−1 4.0×10−8 Belle II [54] 50 ab−1 8.3×10−10

LHCb [60] 1 fb−1 4.4×10−7

A summary of all observed limits at past and current experiemnts, and projection of
expected limits at future experiments on the observed bounds on LFV in the 52 benchmark
τ decay channels are shown in Figure 3.

A summary of observed limits on LFV processes in heavy particles decaying into final
states containing a τ lepton from different experimental efforts are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 3: Summary of upper limits on LFV processes in τ decays.
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Channel Upper limit Experiment [Ref.]

J/ψ → e±τ∓ 7.5× 10−8 BES III [108]
J/ψ → µ±τ∓ 2.0× 10−6 BES [109]
B0 → e±τ∓ 2.8× 10−5 BaBar [110]
B0 → µ±τ∓ 2.2× 10−5 BaBar [110]

1.2× 10−5 LHCb [62]
B+ → π+e±τ∓ 7.5× 10−5 BaBar [111]
B+ → π+µ±τ∓ 7.2× 10−5 BaBar [111]
B+ → K+e±τ∓ 3.0× 10−5 BaBar [111]
B+ → K+µ±τ∓ 4.8× 10−5 BaBar [111]
B+ → K+µ−τ+ 3.9× 10−5 LHCb [63]

B0
s → µ±τ∓ 3.4× 10−5 LHCb [62]

Υ(1S)→ e±τ∓ 2.7× 10−6 Belle [112]
Υ(1S)→ µ±τ∓ 2.7× 10−6 Belle [112]
Υ(2S)→ e±τ∓ 3.2× 10−6 BaBar [113]
Υ(2S)→ µ±τ∓ 3.3× 10−6 BaBar [113]
Υ(3S)→ e±τ∓ 4.2× 10−6 BaBar [113]
Υ(3S)→ µ±τ∓ 3.1× 10−6 BaBar [113]

Z → e±τ∓ 5.0× 10−6 (*) ATLAS [69]
Z → µ±τ∓ 6.5× 10−6 (*) ATLAS [69]
H → e±τ∓ 0.47% (*) ATLAS [65]

0.22% (*) CMS [66]
H → µ±τ∓ 0.28% (*) ATLAS [65]

0.15% (*) CMS [66]
26% (*) LHCb [64]

Table 2: Bounds on selected LFV decays with τ in the final state are shown at 90% CL,
except for limits on those decays marked with a (∗), which are quoted at 95% CL.
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7 Multi-probe analysis of τ CLFV

7.1 τ → e transitions

Figure 4: Upper limits on [CLd]τe and Γeγ operators from the EIC (green, left), LHC
(blue, middle) and low-energy τ and B meson decays (pink, right). The rightmost vertical
axis depicts the lower limit on the scale of new physics Λ. The light pink and blue bars
denote existing limits from τ and B decays from the B-factories and other low energy
experiments, and from LFV Drell Yan at the LHC, respectively. The darker blue and pink
bars overlaid on the lighter ones are the expected sensitivity at the HL-LHC and Belle II.
Indirect bounds originating from charged-current decays and meson decays to neutrinos
are indicated by an asterisk in orange.

We present here constraints on CLFV e-τ operators from low- and high-energy experi-
ments based on the SMEFT analysis in [29], which we updated to include the projected
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bounds from Belle II in Table 1, the projected luminosity of the HL-LHC, and a more
realistic estimate of the EIC sensitivity, along the lines discussed in Section 5.3.

As an example, in Figure 4 we show the limits on a down-type four-fermion operator,
CLd, which couples left-handed leptons to right-handed quarks, and on the photon dipole
operator Γeγ. These operators are defined as

Leff ⊃ [CLd]ijOLd = [CLd]ij
4GF√

2
¯̀
τγ

µ`ed̄iγµdj, Leff ⊃ ΓeγO
e
γ = Γeγ

e

2v
τ̄Lσ

µνeRFµν , (2)

where [CLd]ij is an arbitrary matrix in quark-flavor space, and the factors of GF and v
are inserted to make the Wilson coefficients dimensionless. To obtain the bounds in Fig.
4, we assume that a single operator at a time is turned on at the high scale Λ ∼ 1 TeV,
we consider its renormalization group evolution (RGE) to the scales probed at the LHC
and EIC and then further evolve it down to a low-energy scale µ ∼ 2 GeV. In this way,
operators with heavy quarks such as [CLd]bb generate contributions to light-quark operators
that can be probed in τ decays, e.g. via τ → eππ.

The leftmost and rightmost vertical axes in Fig. 4 depict the upper bounds on the
LFV operator and lower bounds on the scale Λ obtained by taking 4GFC/

√
2 = 1/Λ2.

While the green (left) bars correspond to the EIC-expected sensitivity, the blue (middle)
and pink (right) bars represent the limits from the LHC and low-energy LFV τ and B
meson decays. We next discuss in details how the limits were obtained.

The light pink bars denote existing low-energy bounds, and are labeled by the decay
mode that gives the strongest limit. The relevant τ decay channels are listed in Table
1, and are dominated by Belle and BaBar. Operators that are both LFV and quark-
flavor-changing, such as [CLd]bd and [CLd]bs, are constrained by B → τe, B → πτe and
B → Kτe [114]. These channels are currently dominated by BaBar [111,115], but will be
further studied at Belle II and LHCb. Heavy quark operators ( [CLd]bb) can also be probed
via Υ(nS)→ eτ . The limits that can be inferred from Refs. [112, 116] are however weaker
than τ decays. Bounds on selected lepton flavor violating decays of heavy particles decaying
into τ are shown in Table 2. Finally, the asterisk mark in orange represents bounds from
charged current processes (e.g. π → eντ ), or meson decays to two neutrinos (K → πν̄eντ
and B → Kν̄eντ ). For certain SMEFT operators, these processes are correlated to τ -e
transitions by gauge invariance. Since the flavor of the neutrino is not resolved and these
processes have SM background, we dub the resulting bounds as “indirect”. In the case of
the CLd operator, [CLd]ds and [CLd]sd would induce large corrections to K → πν̄ν and are
constrained to be less that 10−5 by the NA62 and KOTO experiments [117,118]. This limit
is stronger than the direct limit from τ → eKπ. [CLd]bd, db and [CLd]bs, sb are constrained to
be O(10−3) by B → πνν and B → Kνν, with the strongest limit coming from Belle [119]
and BaBar [120].

The dark pink bars are obtained using the projected sensitivity of Belle II, shown
in Table 1. With 50 ab−1, Belle II will probe the BRs of τ → e decays at the O(10−9)-
O(10−10) level, improving the current limits on SMEFT coefficients by a factor of 5 to 10.
While we have referred here to the projected sensitivity of Belle II, STCF and FCC-ee
could also give competitive limits as discussed in previous sections.
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The light and dark blue bars correspond to bounds from the LHC. For the photon
dipole operator and for semileptonic four-fermion operators, such as CLd, the strongest
LHC constraints arise from searches of LFV in the Drell-Yan process, pp → τe. Four-
fermion operators affect in particular the tail of the dilepton invariant mass distribution,
and are thus strongly constrained by searches at high invariant mass. 1 To obtain the
bounds in Fig. 4 we recast the analysis of Ref. [84], which used 36.1 fb−1 of data binned
in six invariant mass bin up to meτ = 3 TeV, in terms of SMEFT operators. Our results
agree well with the similar analysis of Ref. [124]. The dark blue band show future HL-LHC
limits, assuming a luminosity of 3 ab−1. If the sensitivity at the HL-LHC would just scale
with the luminosity, one would expect an improvement by a factor of 10 with respect
to the light blue bands. We however expect that there will be quite large background
systematic uncertainties. Therefore, for the HL-LHC sensitivity, we rescale the current
bounds by a factor of 4.

The dark green bands correspond to the EIC sensitivity. This is estimated by
assuming a center-of-mass energy

√
s = 141 GeV and an integrated luminosity L = 100 fb−1,

and by considering two τ decay modes τ− → µ−ντ ν̄µ and τ− → π−π+π−nπ0ντ (n=0,1).
At this

√
s, the dipole operator induces a cross section of σ = 44(5)(v/Λ)4 pb, while

four-fermion operators give cross sections in the range σ = {1, 100}(v/Λ)4 pb, depending
on the quark-flavor and Lorentz structure of the operator. The major backgrounds from
SM processes at the EIC include neutral current and charged current DIS. For the muonic
channel, we could obtain a background-free signal when considering hard kinematic cuts for
the final state particles. The typical cut efficiencies for CLd operators could range from 1%
to 6%, depending on the quark flavor. Owing to the fact that kinematic distributions from
Γeγ are similar to the DIS background, the cut efficiency for the photon dipole operator is
very small, i.e. ∼ 0.1%. For the 3-prong decay mode, we only consider some soft kinematic
cuts, as a result, the cut efficiencies for the signals are not sensitive to the Lorentz and
quark-flavor structure of the SMEFT operators. In this case, the background events cannot
be ignored after we include all the kinematic cuts and the background is dominated by the
charged-current DIS process. The typical cut efficiency of the signal in the 3-prong mode
is around 5.2%. The expected limits from EIC for operators CLd and Γeγ can be found in
Fig. 4(green bar).

Putting everything together, we see that, in a single coupling analysis, for most operators
the current strongest limits originate from low-energy LFV τ and B meson decays. In the
case of [CLd]bb, since the contribution to τ decays is obtained at one electroweak loop, the
LHC gives a comparable limit to τ → eπ+π−. In the future, low-energy, the HL-LHC and
the EIC will play a complementary role, especially if the EIC efficiency can be improved
by combining various τ decay modes and by softening the cuts in the muon channel.

Fig. 4 considers the extremely simplified case of the dominance of a single SMEFT
operator, which is rarely realized in concrete BSM models. In a bottom-up approach, the
existence of free directions, not probed by existing experiments, needs to be assessed in a

1In addition to the τ decay channels discussed in Section 5.2 and to high-invariant-mass Drell-Yan,
ATLAS and CMS have carried out searches of τ CLFV in Z decays [121,122], Higgs decays [65,66] and
top decays [123], which constrain SMEFT operators not shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: 90% C.L. limits in the [CLQ,D]bb- [CLd]bb plane, after marginalizing over five more
SMEFT couplings (see discussion in the text). The pink lines are limits from τ decays.
The blue and green solid lines are bounds from the LHC and EIC respectively. The EIC
limits are obtained using a combination of the τ muonic and 3-prong decay modes, as
discussed in the text. The green dashed line denotes an EIC projected limit assuming a
20% efficiency in the muonic decay channel. The blue dashed line assumes the t-channel
exchange of a particle with M = 1 TeV at the LHC.

global fit to the SMEFT operator basis discussed in Ref. [29,31]. While such a fit does
not yet exist, Fig. 5 considers a scenario in which seven operator coefficients are turned
on: the three flavor-diagonal components of CLd, the three flavor-diagonal components of
CLQ,D, a semileptonic operator coupling left-handed down-type quarks and leptons, and
one LFV coupling of the Z boson to left-handed leptons. Fig. 5 shows the bounds on the
bb components, marginalizing over the other five coefficients. We see that, in this case,
low-energy experiments only probe one combination of heavy flavor couplings. The free
direction needs to be closed by collider experiments or by Υ decays. With the projections
discussed in this white paper, the HL-LHC has an advantage over the EIC and quarkonium
decays, with the caveat that, when analyzing the tail of the Drell-Yan distribution in
SMEFT, one should make sure to be working in the regime of validity of the EFT. For
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example, the HL-LHC limits can be weakened by more than factor of 2 if the SMEFT
operators are replaced by the t-channel exchange of a BSM particle with mass of about
1 TeV (e.g. a leptoquark), which would not appear as a bump in the dilepton invariant
mass spectrum. On the other hand, the LHC would be even more sensitive to a s-channel
exchange. Fig. 5 shows that the EIC can reach similar sensitivities as the HL-LHC.
The solid line denotes the projected limits using the hard kinematic cuts in the muonic
decay mode described above, which, for heavy-quark operators, significantly reduce the
signal [29]. The green dashed line shows the EIC potential in the assumption that one can
reach similar efficiencies as for light quark operators, ε ∼ 20%. It is thus important, before
the EIC will start taking data, to carry out detailed studies and optimize the τ tagging
efficiency. The scenario in Fig. 5 is still very far from a global analysis; the importance of
having several experiments in different energy regimes and with comparable sensitivity
will be even greater in a full-fledged global fit.

In a top-down approach, the SMEFT formalism developed in Refs. [29, 31] can be
applied to any model with heavy degrees of freedom, which will induce a correlated subset
of the operators in SMEFT basis. A few specific leptoquark models were considered in
Refs. [28,29,42]. These studies once again illustrate the need for complementary probes of
CLFV.

7.2 τ → µ transitions

Following a bottom-up approach, a step in the direction of the aforementioned global
analysis of the whole SMEFT operator basis addressing CLFV τ -involved processes was
taken in Ref. [31], where the authors focused on low-energy τ → µ(e) transitions. Here,
we present the main features of this analysis — including the employed statistical tool —
as well as the constraints on the SMEFT Wilson coefficients (WCs) stemming from most
of the limits shown in Table 1. We refer the reader to Ref. [31] for further details on the
analysis and the theoretical aspects behind it.

The full set of D = 6 operators appearing in the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) that contribute
to the CLFV τ -involved processes considered here is given in Table 3, following the basis
given in Ref. [23]. However, it turned out that for the work in question, a slight modification
of that basis was more suitable. We proceed now to comment on these modifications. First,
it was found that the operators O(1)

ϕL and O(3)
ϕL lead to the same contribution to the studied

processes. Therefore, the analysis was not sensitive to the associated WCs separately but
only to their combination, namely

C
(1) ′
ϕL ≡ C

(1)
ϕL + C

(3)
ϕL . (3)

Similarly, the contributions stemming from OeB and OeW are equal up to factors of
cW ≡ cos θW and sW ≡ sin θW, with θW being the weak mixing angle, and so only an
appropriate combination of WCs is effectively present. Moreover, both operators contribute
through a photon and Z exchange to the studied processes. Hence, to disentangle these
contributions, a ‘rotation’ of both WCs was performed and their particular combinations
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WC Operator WC Operator

C
(1)
LQ

(
L̄pγµLr

) (
Q̄sγ

µQt

)
Ceϕ

(
ϕ†ϕ

) (
L̄perϕ

)
C

(3)
LQ

(
L̄pγµσ

ILr
) (
Q̄sγ

µσIQt

)
Cϕe

(
ϕ†i
↔
Dµϕ

)
(epγ

µer)

Ceu (ēpγµer) (ūsγ
µut) C

(1)
ϕL

(
ϕ†i
↔
Dµϕ

) (
L̄pγ

µLr
)

Ced (ēpγµer)
(
d̄sγ

µdt
)

C
(3)
ϕL

(
ϕ†i
↔
DIµϕ

) (
L̄pσIγ

µLr
)

CLu
(
L̄pγµLr

)
(ūsγ

µut) CeW
(
L̄pσ

µνer
)
σIϕW

I
µν

CLd
(
L̄pγµLr

) (
d̄sγ

µdt
)

CeB
(
L̄pσ

µνer
)
ϕBµν

CQe
(
Q̄pγµQr

)
(ēsγ

µet)

CLedQ
(
L̄jper

) (
d̄sQ

j
t

)
C

(1)
LeQu

(
L̄jper

)
εjk
(
Q̄k
sut
)

C
(3)
LeQu

(
L̄jpσµνer

)
εjk
(
Q̄k
sσ

µνut
)

Table 3: D = 6 operators appearing in the Lagrangian (1) and contributing to the CLFV
processes that we studied in Ref. [31]. The four-fermion operators are shown on the
left-hand side, while those involving the Higgs doublet ϕ and the gauge bosons are on
the right. The notation (up to small apparent changes) is the one from Ref. [23]. For the
family indices we use p, r, s and t, while j and k are isospin indices. For I = 1, 2, 3, σI are
the Pauli matrices, with ε = iσ2, and σµν ≡ i

2
[γµ, γν ]. Λ is then the scale where the new

dynamics arises. The operators share the same notation with the associated couplings,
substituting simply C → O, i.e. O(1)

LQ and so on.

Cγ and CZ were defined as (
Cγ
CZ

)
=

(
cW −sW

sW cW

)(
CeB
CeW

)
. (4)

Accordingly, the parameters Cγ and CZ are then constrained instead of CeB and CeW . In
order to take into account the dominant (QCD) running affecting these processes, the
Wilson coefficients accompanying the scalar quark densities are redefined as

CLedQ =
mi

mτ

C ′LedQ , C
(1)
LeQu =

mi

mτ

C
(1)′
LeQu , (5)

so that one arrives at scale-independent C ′LedQ and C
(1)′
LeQu. Above, mi stands for a quark

mass stemming from the associated quark current. Finally, the set of 15 independent WCs
considered in the general analysis thus reads{

C
(1)
LQ, C

(3)
LQ, Ceu, Ced, CLu, CLd, CQe, C

′
LedQ, C

(1) ′
LeQu, C

(3)
LeQu, C

(1) ′
ϕL , Cϕe, Cγ, CZ , Ceϕ

}
.

(6)
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Figure 6: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the current Belle and expected Belle II
limits, stemming from the individual analysis for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99%
confidence level. The two most sensitive channels for the given WC are shown.

The goal is then to translate the available information on a set of CLFV observables
into relations and constraints on the Wilson coefficients and the characteristic energy
scale for the new degrees of freedom represented as Λ in Eq. (1). During the analysis, the
dimensionful ratios C/Λ2 were fitted. However, we present here results for the dimensionless
ratios C/(GFΛ2) in the spirit of Eq. (2). The statistical analysis is then performed with the
help of HEPfit [125], an open-source tool embedded with a Bayesian statistical framework
that uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo routine. In this way the complete WC parameter
space can be sampled. One then obtains allowed values for the WCs at different confidence
levels, as well as the correlations among all of them. While working within a Bayesian
framework, the priors chosen for the WCs (i.e. their initial probability distributions) are
of special importance. Here the flat distributions for the WCs were used since there is no
apparent reason to favour some values over others.

The set of observables used in the analysis was

τ → `P : P = π0, K0, η, η′ ,

τ → `P1P2 : P1P2 = π+π−, K0K̄0, K+K−, π+K−, K+π− ,

τ → `V : V = ρ0(770), ω(782), φ(1020), K∗0(892), K̄∗0(892) .
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Figure 7: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the current Belle and expected Belle II
limits, stemming from the marginalized analysis for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99%
confidence level.

The corresponding results are presented in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. In Fig. 6 we compare the
bounds on the Wilson coefficients obtained from an individual analysis, i.e. when only one
of the operators and accompanying Wilson coefficients is considered to contribute to the
observables at a time. The two τ -decay channels which restrict the given Wilson coefficient
the most are shown. This scenario gives the most stringent bounds since correlations
among the parameters are omitted. A more realistic scenario is given in Fig. 7, where we
present the bounds set on C/(GFΛ2) from a marginalized analysis, i.e. when all Wilson
coefficients are varied simultaneously. This kind of analysis gives a more accurate picture
since it also takes into account the possible correlations among the parameters, which in
turn tend to relax the bounds set on them. The improvement entailed by the expected
Belle II limits over current Belle data can be readily seen from this figure. It represents a
more realistic description of nature since most of BSM theories provide us with several
extra degrees of freedom, which in turn contribute to different Wilson coefficients. Finally,
to directly compare how the correlations among the Wilson coefficients affect the imposed
bounds, in Fig. 8 we show the results from both the individual and marginalized analyses
based on Belle II expected data.

In the work [31], the main focus was on the hadronic τ decays and the corresponding
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Figure 8: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the expected Belle II limits, comparing the
individual and marginalized analyses for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99% confidence
level.

Wilson coefficients involved. Accordingly, the τ → µγ as well as the τ → 3µ, two golden
channels to study CLFV τ -involved processes, were not considered. However, these two
modes are usually enhanced close to observable rates in several BSM extensions. Hence,
the results found in Ref. [31] have been recently applied in Ref. [28] to constrain the most
general leptoquark framework (considering all possible leptoquarks at the same time), where
the computation of the τ → µγ process has been performed and a subsequent bound on
the Yukawa couplings of leptoquarks to matter has been set. It was shown — even though
leptoquarks contribute at the loop level to this observable — that current and expected
experimental sensitivities for this process may contribute to constrain combinations of
Yukawa couplings that otherwise would remain much less restricted.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the golden channel τ → µγ to new physics, let us
compute the (only) contribution from the SMEFT operators in Table 3 to this process, i.e.
the contribution from CγOγ (see Eq. (4)). The decay width is given by

Γ(τ → µγ) =
v2

4π
m3
τ

(
1− m2

`

m2
τ

)3
C2

Λ4
. (7)

The bounds from Table 1 (with 90% confidence level) then translate into (applying the
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individual-analysis approach)

|Cγ|
GFΛ2

.

{
1.7× 10−7 [Belle] ,
6.6× 10−8 [Belle II] ,

(8)

which entail the following bounds for the probed Λ once a natural value of order 1 is set
for the Wilson coefficients:

ΛCγ≈1 &

{
720 TeV [Belle] ,

1100 TeV [Belle II] .
(9)

8 Conclusion

Observation of lepton flavor violation in the charged lepton sector would completely change
our understanding of Nature and herald a new era of discovery in elementary particle
physics. We are entering a very interesting era in the searches for lepton flavor violation
in the tau lepton sector, as the current limits will improve by few orders of magnitude in
the next decades. The current and future experiments will explore uncharted territory
and therefore have significant discovery potential. They will probe new physics in the
multi-TeV scale or conversely strongly constrain the flavor structure of TeV-scale extensions
of the Standard Model. Either way these searches will shed new light on the nature of
fundamental interactions.
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